Cleveland Indians
Case Study

FMS, Wired Sensors, Leak Detection
Monitor. Integrate. Alert. Peace of Mind.

Our Customer
The Cleveland Indians
are an American
professional baseball
team based in
Cleveland, Ohio that
competes in Major
League Baseball’s American League
Central division. Since 1994, they have
played at Progressive Field. The team’s
spring training facility is at Goodyear
Ballpark in Goodyear, Arizona. Since
their establishment as a major league
franchise in 1901, the team has won
10 Central Division titles, six American
League pennants and two World Series
championships, in 1920 and 1948.

Products Leveraged
○

Falcon FMS with modem

○

FMS expansion cards to
monitor additional device
inputs and relay outputs

○

Temperature and humidity
sensors

○

Magnetic door sensors

○

Webcams

○

Differential pressure switches

○

Leak detection controllers

○

Leak detection sensing cable

Struggling with an unreliable, difficult to configure monitoring solution
can be even more risky than leaving your facility completely unmonitored.
If you count on unreliable equipment to protect your facility and your
reputation, it’s time for a more dependable solution.

A Near Meltdown
It was the culmination of a year of frustration. John Dolinga, Telecom
and Network Systems Analyst for the Cleveland Indians, had selected
an environmental monitoring system for his facility.
“We worked with their support for over a year to configure alerting
properly,” says Dolinga. “Eventually we were caught off guard when
our Data Center cooling controller failed in the middle of the night.
We didn’t know there was a problem until it was almost too late.”
Dolinga received a call in the middle of the night – his data center
fire alarm had activated due to a dangerously high temperature in
the room. And the alert? It came not from his automated monitoring
system, but from his on-site security guard.
“Our Data Center fire suppression system has six smoke/heat
detectors,” points out Dolinga. “If one detector is compromised then
the audible alarm will activate. If a second detector is compromised
then fire suppression would be released.” The results would be
catastrophic.
It was all hands on deck. “I called my manager to remotely connect,
view the cameras, and check sensors while I drove in.”
When he arrived onsite, Dolinga discovered the temperature in the
room was climbing over 122 degrees and none of the air conditioning
units had kicked on. Though he managed to get the AC units turned
on manually before any permanent
damage was done, it was strike three
for the failed system.

Finding the Right System
The very next day, Dolinga started to look for a better
solution. He knew exactly what he was looking for: “A
product that actually worked, something I could set and
forget. A product that has support available whenever I
called.”
With the help of a preferred vendor, they considered their options carefully and decided upon RLE’s Falcon FMS.
He was immediately glad that he had. The Falcon system was simple, reliable, and backed up by the very best support.

Simple and Effective
Where the previous system was still incorrectly configured after a year of tinkering, Dolinga had the Falcon up and
monitoring the facilities in both of the Indians’ data centers without issues within two weeks. Reports Dolinga, “The
product worked out of the box and has the best support of all products tested.”
The built-in modem with its various capabilities has proved a draw as well. “Dial out via modem is the most important
feature for me,” Dolinga said, still wary thanks to the near disaster with the prior system. “Some of the other devices
could provide alerting by modem but it was required to have a separate device with a modem. We liked that the
modem was built into the FMS. Email alerts are great, but when out of the office, alerts via modem are essential.”

The Human Experience

The other attractive feature was the responsive support offered by RLE Technologies.
“Any questions I had were immediately answered by Tech Support,” Dolinga
remembers. “It’s one of the main reasons we purchased this product.”
The hands-on approach to service is something that RLE Technologies prides itself on.
Just as it was, in the end, a human operator that saved the Indians’ data center from
melting into a puddle of plastic and twisted metal, so even the best automated systems
are made better by the right human back-up.

Into Extra Innings
Two years later, Dolinga is still happy with his choice. When asked to sum up his experience with the Falcon FMS, he
said simply this: “Set it and forget it. Works great.”
RLE Equipment Used in This Application
Cleveland, OH
Location

xx Falcon Monitoring System(FMS) w/modem: 2RU, 4 expansion card slots, includes 85-246VAC to 24VDC desktop
adapter with cord
xx FMS Expansion card, EXP-A 24/48(“A”): 12 UI (dry contact/4-10mA / 0-5 VDC / 0-10 VDC) and 8 RO
xx Internal Modem, EXP-IM
xx Two (2) Magnetic Door Sensors, MDS
xx Six (6) Temperature/Humidity Sensors, wall mount, TH140D
xx Four (4) AXIS M5014 PTZ Dome Network Cameras
xx Single zone leak detection controller, LD300
xx Power adaptor:100-240V to 5 VDC, stripped end WA-DC-5-ST (for use with LD300)
xx Sensing cable; conductive fluids, 100ft, pre-installed male/female connectors, SC-50
xx BAPI Differential Pressure Switch ZPS-SW1

Goodyear, AZ
Location

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

www.rletech.com

Falcon Monitoring System(FMS) w/modem
FMS Expansion card, EXP-A 24/48(“A”): 12 UI (dry contact/4-10mA / 0-5 VDC / 0-10 VDC) and 8 RO
Internal Modem, EXP-IM
Magnetic Door Sensor, MDS
Four (4) Temperature/Humidity Sensors, wall mount, TH140D
Two (2) AXIS M5014 PTZ Dome Network Cameras
Single zone leak detection controller, LD300
Power adaptor:120-240VAC to 5 VDC, stripped end (for use with LD300)
Sensing cable; conductive fluids, 50ft, pre-installed male/female connectors, SC-10
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